1. Mukonyo: Says everything is secure. Indeed.
   Explaining where everything is. No.
   Now talking about media facilities.
   Outlining next plan.
   Today - from brochures.
   Want discussion freely.
   Want the summit meet.
   
   Politics tonight.

   Explaining format of agenda.
   Where meetings will take place.

   [No - no need to. I want to keep control of notes!]

   Representatives received from EU, ASEAN.
   Note on behalf of 'Claims, Businesssuspend.
Will summarize messages received.

Canadian Promises.

Debt of Forrest

Agrie

Trade, exp Fr. Fr. Agent

15 minutes before end of meeting Wilson will enter in + will give him [orally I think] neutral statement.

Same procedure as tonight's discussion or E-W.

Stress this is Econ Summit.

Tell them liberty to ask I t begin session. No T.

But any technical questions.
Kohl: Discuss environment, eg threat to ozone level.

Environmental is subject all aspect of tech will, pose countries adopting draconian policies

Baloney: To: Andy opportunity to discuss, training + education.

But today is Economics.

PN: Thus Brown for arrangements + reps of Toronto.

So each here in different capacities. I'll address then Fin Nin.

hook back: contrast and 2nd cycle

1981

High inflation
High + unemployment
Accommodating inflation
Locomotive Theories
Fine Funding. S.T. Expendent policies.
1st point:
- Fundamentals.
- Structural Reforms.
- Releasing antagonisms of people.

So + how if... Growth Exp.?

At Northbells would have been delighted with what we have achieved. Message for press.

2nd point: Press saying it “non-Sumit”
Results achieved only with “Sumits” supported and not.
Companies gave extra authority beyond a virtual status.

Unless hard fundamentals at last & could not have been dealt with.

3rd point: More tools... Sound Palms must continue... AND Special effort to tackle - trade - agree - debt
Need to free cap. W. Trade.
Not doing best to resist Protectionism.
Congrats to US & Can.
Example for us. Economic Benefit well seen.

If we subsidize, we undermine unilateral complete.

Unemp. Harm 3rd World
Trade as well as aid.

Protection = Tariff barriers
+ other measures

All undertaking commitments in new GATT round.
Need to give them substance at N. T. R in Montreal.

+ trade in services
+ install ftp RPs
+ get away from objections to foreign direct investment. Not object to for 4/4.

We are not negotiable body. But we see tone
- framework for negotiations at N.T.R.
Hating point at about early support
Renounce GATT. Dispute Procedure.
Can't get rid of Protectionism in

Agree: Refers to Economic Article
      Easy for HR to tell us what to do. U. LAUGHTER
      Reading out article

      Emphasize v. crucial studies in Europe.
      Describes them.

      Yes, have + agree expand. But a v. good
      start.

      Referring to OECI method of comparing
      subsidies in all other forms.
      Result:
      1986
      Quoting Her Table.
      Housing figures. Must get figures down.
      Large increases 80-86.
      Quoting figures.
      So going wrong way.
Eban quoted - no reaction!

Competitive subsidies well handled as all.  Thrust.  L.D.C.s.

Discussed in general terms at Ven. + Tokio.

Agreed freeze of reduce subsidies at this - tropical products.  Summit.  EEC meeting of countries.

How 10 yrs proposal.

Browne.

I not so optimistic.

DEBT.  All got to help poorest.

Fair burden.  In different ways, so be it.

Must have IMF programme.  Will provide lives.  So double benefit.

We prepared it off and loans - monies for reduced trade.  Loans.  Reduce I.T. thru Paris. C.  Fit all options into compatible whole
Economics only right is people right.

Political Economy
Adam Smith - Pref of Moral


Political change fast - E-W
Commoners of nationhood & interdependence of whole world.

We can't plan world - just as can't plan on natural societies.

But we can set right internal framework - well add to liberty.

Send out message - success, achievement, confidence, commitment to control.
Morning: Thelma.


By last Senate.

Seen send proposal.

[Do you still read me?]

First name - please.

In Tokyo, we recognized we were all subsidizing again.

[Check & put your sponsor]

$96 drop in farm subs in next US budget.

$2006 world wide.

Difficult tell farmers no more market.

Scientific breakthrough in prospect.

Corn -> gasoline.

1 Day oil exhausted. Now we have substitute.

Can mix corn based oil + gasoline.
OK!

Plastic plastics biodegradable.

So if we keep searching, we can turn acrylic back into market.

Some illustrative stories.

Protectionism in Congress.

Vested Trade Bill - in Electric Jr.

Believe new bill has rectified these things.

Will continue to vote 8 empty protection.

Recalled Econ Sitter when came into office.

We turned to belief in Mkt. Place.

Now have top rate 10 to (Margaret) for rate.

But high incomes paying higher per cent of tax.

Because have inventive.

People at bottom income, paying reduced there.

This is our way forward.

If said worse, would repeat what Margaret said.

16.8 new jobs in US

62.6, 16+ are now employed.

+1/2 jobs in higher LIs of income.
11.  I was figure.  
  Asked to add to remove regulations - a sort of 17ISC 133.  
  600m man hours reduced paperwork.  
  Booty bags 1700 - 7/25/52.

Patriot:  We good witness of US efforts V protection.  
  Pearson firm V Japan + European 
  testing - R.P.  
  
  Told Fr. N. + thought Mehrzidt = candidate because of pressure of protection.

Kohl.  What is message from Toronto?  
  Confidence  
  Optimism  
  Collaborate between 7cs of value.  
  No 1986 because we have way of working together.  
  For Conynne.  

Facing Peace State.  Not deflecting site.  
  None to be done.
All have problems, obstacles.
Agrees greatest danger is protectionism.
This: Yes, but stand up.

NB - This v. imp for poor countries and African.
Unless we let their communities, they can't support our capital goods.

Clear message for Free World trade.
Unless GATT found succeeds, what we say of not much imp.

Agrie: Needs strong market orientation.
US & Canada not yet seen effect of an agreement.

Don't want see Fed Repub without farms, but different problems.
17 h. FRF on size of farms.
27 Fr
75 UK
175 US

Not least at present < 20 yrs to get multi under control.
Reviewing progress in EC.
We need time to adjust. US + Can farms in not such a bad situation.

Steps have been taken. Must talk over applied by I.T.R. to move forward.

Debt.

Have forgiven debts will do more. Ministers should present overall concept to Paris Club. Each country proceed differently. A framework approach.

Agree O.T. won’t get money back. But L.D.C.s. must help themselves. They have rosys. Catastrophic N’s movement.

Quick Revises of FFR & Econ. [Are you still there?] Welcomes US / Can E.T.A. Tremendous progress since W’burg.
Nulon: Helmut said

agree subs have to be charged/go.
20 Yes too low
Have you a target?

Hohl: No; must make determination
between now “front begis period”

Nolton: What said, echoes my general thinking.
Agrees what NT said
- I conid progress made results.

Peples well return.
Developed a level of communication between
on selves which has helped.

Agree in US US - someone stood up
against demogoric voice in trade in US.

Really change in economic circumstances.
Inflate 14% to 2.5%
Others close it too.
Unemployment rate of 1% slowed down. Figures to illustrate this.

The curve beginning to tail off. Expect slow, but sure, to get it under control, steep fall in unemployment.

Reforms undertaken.

Political system for centuries centralized in Paris.

Decentralized — more than for 5 centuries.

No longer handful of senior civil servants who decide all.

Also established certain order in internal monetary affairs.

Fallen yrs after Versailles 7% progress. But for '85 progress. Hope it can be continued. Here's hope step where several paces, not just 1+ 2.

Agree Fin Min took right measures gets Oct 19, despite rest of Tripartite. Passports wrong.

Political Count. Free Trade to be designated from centre. Controls, price controls setup over yrs, not in 1981.

Existed under Louis XIV.
But we have produced complete price freedom.
Given our support for liberalization of capital
movements.

As a Socialist, I have helped develop
counterpowers to state.
Always opposed protectionism.
Harry Hillston in France.
Example - Nillane (Ibon)?

Country which is frightened of others, will be
weakened.

Decided to abolish all frontiers by 1995 for
workers, services, football players - need
be careful here - but can choose club of
their choice

[Tea has arrived!]

Protectionism has advanced.
In Europe less, more elsewhere.

In Europe 10 m fans - feed $1/2 US.

Just make proper
- but take measures to prevent upheaval.
Selby fire & torch. banks.
Pully drivers (English) from trucks
Wine was over wet意大利.
Xmas.Christmas was wet. Myst.
Beer was wet F.N.G. require 16 agreements.
Don't know why Free Turkey got all
in October, but OK rest of yr. harvest.

Nap - Nazism prevented views of human relations, but Nazi been winner.
Staged closed.
Heads to tensions.

Protection is clearing ground, perhaps less than expected.

Third World Development.
2 Complementary problems - Development + debt.
1. Development:
Aid gone down.
OECD say 2/1 V.
Some countries提高了 hand, 1% Fr.
Summit decisions not all been followed 20.
by IRE ESAF.
W.B. Capital.
Some done, but not fully.
2. Debt.

Tribute to countries who have written off debt.
Not forget UK proposals similar to Fr. But achievements fall short of expectation.

Need coordinate approach.
Joint of common measures.
Supported his initiative.

UK has compared well, can constructive proposals. Need a similar approach.
If we decline here, we write off 1/3 debt. unity Various criteria.
Not Brazil or Côte d'Ivoire etc.

Case by case basis of Lewis Club.
Need IMF agreement.
Host suggested to use some safeguards to prevent money wasted by smallprint concerns.

Apply to all of ODA & commercial loans underwritten by US State.

Don't know how countries affected. - Some 20.
Wring off figures in ledgers.

Falon, picle contrub, than altér, say made great efforts, but you exclude us. Not fair.

Robute - said rat make prants - we get usd bit. 

But Whett we rewrite off Eun's debit, made us difference.

Some have preference for =preferential rates.

We should not discuss figures.

These entries so affected by changes in commodity prices. Impossible to cope with.

We must do smalty quick or tropical products. Ns T said it before one.

Poor countries have been helping us. $356 should for poor countries to us.

Nuclear. Tribute to Reagan + boat.

We can control nuclear weapons, but not poverty.

2-3k human being affected by rain absence of rain. etc.

Must recognize, they don't have song.
Population Growth so great in developing world. Increasing famalierism in parts of developing world. Terrorism. Wars give back to kinies. Feed militarized economic nuclear weapons. In aftermath San people with San 6 +7 armed airport 411 minutes to get out range I aircraft he was in.

but we agree as a malthusian danger to reduce indebtedness of poor 3rd world.

Policy: Recall Canadian contribution to debt write off. Recalled what Faber does said — if I knew Canada was foregone debt, I would have owed Canada more.

Tatorten: [We are clearly going to run quite late]

Thanked Mr T for her reviews. Recalled time as Fin Nin.

Stressing now policy coordination but still unusual problems.
Taj will ensure climate change leads to growth takes root.
Open up further Taj HTB. Are No
Tariff barriers—like Taj language.
Send young people to learn.

On Debt:
Recall History
1. Between 45-55 Japan received assistance
2. 55-65
3. World Bank began to extend aid as war reparations
4. 65-75—Fare assistance, esp. S.E. Asia.
5. 75-85—Need to improve quality
   of assistance; not just quantity.

Now listing Taj Aid programme.

In areas of world, like S.A.T.H.E.R., where
no expertise used declined from altered.
Swatch of emphasis for Asia.

Agriculture: Hope discussions in Uruguay round
will make progress. This year!
De Nita: My first swing.
But aware of progress.

What is happening outside?
Are Fin + For Minute
still meeting?

Referring to contribution contribution of
Italian small firms.

Problem of public debt.

[Politics send a moment ago, dinner well
be taken]

Need get ready for '92

Difficult in following reason in agree trade + poor. [He wasn't said un-ch]

Jap, US, Europe - 3 enormous powers.
They produce more than
their markets can consume.

If it is pass for J, US + Europe, they must
grow must do so in a way which
does not cause problems.
23. [I correct you last statement. The Foreign Ministers do!]

Back to Italy

Speculating on the effect of removing subsidies from agriculture. Need look at effects on Community or environment. But agree support producers, not products.

Agree adopt common position on debt, as Pres M suggested. But debt write-off must be accompanied by policies to help LDCs

Brought trade proposals for debt & environment.

\underline{THIS IS A COPY. THE ORIGINAL IS RETAINED UNDER SECTION 3 (4) OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS ACT}

Differences of opinion over issues, but we must take united approach. This will come from looking at them in this complexity.
By looking at past, we can decide how go into future.

Dinner at 8.30 - but have by 10.30.
So serve at 8.00, not 7.00.
Agree Wilsa coming in a few minutes.

Details:
Thrift necessary to send message to Stock + EX NLFE.

UK PM gave us answers to sceptical press.
Review how they have improved.
Tribute to US seem.
Cooperate has helped everyone.

Two other messages:
1. Explain why Oct 19 not so damaging.
   Swiss - more flexible reserves + correct monetary policies?
   There

2. Trade finance + trades.
   Great deal better or all points, agree
   out. prep.
Agree Europe awful more to do.
   But if we had not acted worse.
25.

St. of hiring of James v.

NB: As Pres R. said, agrie should provide raw material for industry.

Jilt—Need adapt global matters to be adopted by InF. Is.

As K. of Morocco, Pres Hjorsh told him these countries need food.

3 factors in world economy.

i. S.E.R. - net a factor. Well contribute to int trade. Create 2-3m new jobs.


iii. N.I.E.S: They used slave labor in enviros.

In different positions. H/K/T very diff from Singapore, fr.

Australia, Thailand.

Sunny. Doesnt get press.

Message of Natural Forest
26. Well read about

Excellent broadly discuss.

Hand off by N.T.

Worthwhile

Toms remembered as an Economic Event.

No room for any body

1. Macro-polcy coord develop.


3. Agrie - Need for supplement.


Touted or Environment, pop growth etc.

All saw agree straightforward.

Kohl - Use word optimum.

Emphasize importance of GATT.
Nittend - He likes seeing things.
  Does not like mass force references.
  Too much emphasis on drastic.

Don't like this approach.
  He wants it to be raped by Stages.

Dahor: Recognize efforts which have already been made in appreciate.

M: We must say more + strengthen efforts.

Takht-ba: This is simply an indication.

Balog: By summary, a progress report. Not kind agree.
  It is my summary.
  Does not kind agree.
Heating Room
Heads
Finance Ministers.
No - Foreign Ministers.
Not disagreement on substance,
But just form

Kohl: But we agreed to have short declarations.
Three more papers.
I think we have dealt with them.

Mulroney: My judgment INF so important
that it should stand alone.
Regional issues would dilute
the message. That was my
preference.

To
Turn now to morning planning.
This am
Fiscal, structural, macro,
Debt.
pm 2-30 - 400
NIE Trade & specifically
agric.
6.30 tonight photo.
Counsel tonight. Days then account.

P. Wilson: Consensus I agreed said.
Personal.

Since Venice G7 2 meetings.
Active coop.
Challenges ahead.
Good EC on site.

Inbalances progressive. Many concern.
Rate adjustments helpful.
Current stability in X.R. helpful.
No further X.R. changes necessary.
No more room for complacency.
Single out some places on blueprint.

Expand use of indicators. trade
Combined price indicator as another tool.

Emphasize structural reform.
Ex. Use to show public costs and
benefits of Structural Reform. This
must be integrated into current
coop process.

Trade: Sumpt & send strong signal
of support for Uruguay round. Some
will agree. Need
Develop S.T. options with G.T. framework for N.F.R.

US/Canada FT can act as a cut-off for Havana. Wehner SET.

Next enhance multilateral system. Referred

Debt: Referred to Soptins
P. Club to examine technical aspects asap - check burden sharing.

Support Penn approach. Carefully consider own and initiatives before Reagan sends Support C.C.F. for W.B.

Kohl: Are we discussing debt separately.

Hold: Yes - fiscal.

- structural
- then debt.

Reagan: Real progress since Venice. Oct 17 shows success. Econ prospects best f.i. 7 years.
Emphasis need for structural reform, specify them.

Tax deregulate.

50% new jobs was created by entrepreneurs.

2/3 jobs created by employees, less than 250 people.

Refers to a particular case.

Young business innovative.

17,000 businesses.

35 employees, $1 1/4 billion.

1 to 2

P1. Fundamental change, cycle 1 + 2 illustrated by Pres.

Cycle 1: concerned with distribution wealth. This undermined its very creator.

Cycle II: wealth creator.

This is perhaps biggest change since cycle 1 + 2.
In time of present, spend. Ministers want spend. Strong PNs & Ch/Fx needed to insistence living in means.

Need tough piece in consume & centre in pub exp growth.

Adams: Agree.

Canadians think rightly they want. Should be paid for.

4 Conservative for Defence
First $40 yrs.

Principal reason is within Govt. Ministers they are championing advocating.

Fin:

French reducing deficit.

Difficult because of present state will be deprived of income. Spirit of enterprise in France helped.

Efforts to create monetary organisations. Bales played significant role, esp. at Plaza.
Need ensure rules of game.

Debts: PR yest'd emphasised diff between 1st & 2nd cycles.
- deficits
- protectionism control
- economies more flexible.

3 ideas pts for future:
-ogram competitiveness is key.
- working support side policies. (RSC relevant here)

[Yes I can see! Thank you!]
Figures to demonstrate.
Will benefit world. SEN not a closed zone. Create > 5m new jobs.

- financial, tax, & vital decisions
- capital, markets
- professional fees
- road transport

[Message passed]
Agriculture reform, but in a balanced way.
— Have we drawn all conclusions
for economic policy, that we have
a world market? No.

Need help with vigilance, countries of Communist East.
New frontiers for growth is worldwide economy.

Thanks for your leadership.
I agree to reflect this.

Debbie

Reagan: Recalls as born of California.
Admin overhead for needy program.
$41 for every $1 delivered.
Reported it. P.S. It is not true.

Took 43 days to get passport.
Now 6.

Pete Sector expects looked at this.

Debt processing jumped 100 days when came in office.

10 now

hurt to 584.6 raised for charity. Cost 601.
7%. What raise? Shows how clearly it can be done.
First cause of bureaucracy is preserve the bureaucracy.

Every Sunday talks lead newspaper in West Washington Post (sic) looks at size of job advert.

Need to review ways of reducing burden of Government.

N.H.

Fiscal Policy. A good way looking at 2 cycles. Cycle 1 — concern was for growth out of growth. But record of growth worse. Why? The New Keynesian prescription of more B/Pep. But all that — if was inflation. Rewarded policy - Reduced deficits. UK has surpluses. Want go back, it deficits. UK reggees them forecast in budget.

But we have had growth — Why structural reform? Climate when ordinary people can do the best. Need to do, esp. in education, housing.

Totally different role for fiscal policy. FP supports NP in V inflation and provides framework of stability.
for industry etc.

1. How would you characterize F.P. in U.K.

2. FP = B.D. – get clear about which of several
   = Tax policy – reform + reduce
   get rid of distortions. Referred to
   Have to have 2 together. Not
   tax reform at expense of B.D.

   F.R.G. heart sunny made speed to
   celebrate 40 yrs of D.P.
   Baden-Württemberg.

We talk about a social MRT [RT] caring
Unless it takes [x% of people, not a
human policy. Social justice.

Once we have [x%], said same as
introducing D.P.

hot of measures for [x%] controversial
on [x%] final word for tax reform.
45% D.P. tax reduce is prospect.
Is controversial.
Also try to reform Health Care System.
In spite of all Drs. Hospitals
It's complaining of desperate poverty
But costs so pressing.

In dereg, lobbies join together.
Industrialists + TV joining to
stop de reg of postal services.
Reform program soon before Xmas.
Adopted 1879.

Unemployment: 2.1M = 8%
Structural unemployment - farmers, coal
Shipbuilders.
Rapid prolong unemployment growth -
Haring benefits. (Save in Europe.
Good C.A. Increase IQ.
 Eğitim rate in U.S. (round up to 12)
Nigretist disasters. Why FP so big.

Message of confidence + optimism.
\&
Message in S. J.
African, native Am.
If we set example, spin offs for others
generate.

Noting: Your remarks apply to Canada.
Takadaite: Stress policy coord + send out signal.
Good Job. Growth rate 4.9% this to For Min.
Revised to Telecom Pte. Proceeded
used for IT/educate + pub. works.
Congratul Down. Demand lead growth
will continue.

Noted good lab. relationship in
private N.T.T.

Plaza Accord: Notion to rise
Complaint from Exporter friends,
report of unit down.

Loss in Yen & new stability has
helped with import prices.

On Stochastic Adjustment: Falling Mayhouse
Report coal, agree
Employers on hand, agree, distribute
+ tax reform.

5.6 To 7% = $1446 of direct
tax reductions + plans to reduce
consumer tax.

3-75% annual growth over next 5 yrs.
This yr. 35.1% imports
20.1

Better: Now have political machinery to coordinate policies. Proved can work. Will survive. But whatever we call it, it's managed fleet or improved coate system. All this done in way which does not code sovereignty.

Rulson: Tribute to Norman G. F. B.

Amets: Regarding to hanson, agree what went cycle/ftech II. Pub-Exp policy changed.

Preferred to tax reform plans, similar to US. Don't agree every $1 spent by state is bad. Pub-Exp well spent if produces jobs.

Referring to NHS problems in Italy UK. There is the 14.17.05 of USA endorsed. Thinking how to introduce competition.

PM: Send message to foreign ministry; speed up or give up.

Rulson: Sylver - Do it!
13. Reagan: Referred to old account [Haldeman]

At begin Empire, rates low, tax great. At end, rates high, tax low.

Often dynamic effects of tax reductions ignored by those who argue against tax reductions. Tax reduced goes back at the economy.

[Foreign ministers are appearing.]

Filing Cabinet Story.

For Fu

Min.: Agree importune of S.E.I.
Agree need to cut taxes. But how do so + reduce deficit. Difficult faced by US.
Debt of gratitude to T. Baker for Plaza.

Need same growth by underlying capital. Requires 1.5% can only be closely coord between countries. Need regulatory mechanisms; can't leave to free will forces.
If economy is to succeed, all must change.
Debt: Repaired Canadian forgiveness of debt programme started last fall.
Referred to housing proposal. Then new claim from Pres 17.

Hope Summit can produce concrete proposal on this heart rending problem.

Kohl: Agrees well with Dulmage. Recognise problem as being urgent now. Must not be delayed. Deal with this year.
Referred to proposals. Produced from different backgrounds, esp.
legal.
Must give ourselves concrete tasks.

Believe N. S. conflict will be the issue.
Agree N. T. countries must help themselves. Often corrupt, mis-
management.
Must help towards self aid.
Aid which stops ecological
catastrophes - NB Ghana + Zaire.
- desecrate of tropical rain forests.
Need think globally in environmentally.
Hold clear message
kept agreement long time.
It concludes
1. Aid loans to prevent write off
ii. Paris Club Debt - various options
   ask P. C. to negotiate,
   each of us taking our route
   or understand burden sharing
   + cohesive result.

Fin Nuns separate lived.
Session begins at 2-30.

Wilson: Not need to add to PR. She
expressed it.
Countries choose options, leave
details to P. C. Team approach.
Urgency: Meeting + P. C. in July.
Summit give process momentum.
Any of us have done write offs.

Bakal: Bakal agrees.
Diff suita re Write off
97% key is grant
Write off = congressional problem.
Stotting.

Debt is linked with trade policy. Unless open mkt to LDCs reflects projects in various Neds, exchange rate DCs attract FDI capital.

Clark.

Apologies for slowness in writing these minutes.
No surprises. Progress made.

i. Declaration

E-W
Tariffs
Narcotics.

ii. Chairman Summary.

Focus on NE

SAN
Cambodia.

Say we have begun discussions on other regional issues which will continue.

Language ready for hand.

Amato.

Debt (countries) relationship between reducing debt and their future development – investment.

Define options for loans. Agree exactly.
N. T. Worden

Policy: Bringing up to date on Haiti can be discussed at lunch.
R1 - Monday.

Russia: Tatarskia to begin in 1985.

Tatarskia: Need for dialogue.
Not all unilateral approach.
Need to take a partnership for everyone’s benefit.

Russia: Who else to talk?
No volunteers.

R1: General aspect on grand poverty program at O.M. 
Some steps earlier is necessary.
On agriculture, freeze and then reduce subsidies.

One considers a Europe.
Special stabilization.
We cannot subsidize generally.
In a permanent way. But we do in agriculture.
Specific structure of agree in Europe.
State farmers. Half after, half after, but slow, specific measure.

Our problem is bigger than some of these other subsidies.
Need long draw sticks.
NB: Damage to 3rd World. Lyons subsidies.
So while recognising changes in other problems, freeze subsidies, then reduce.
Recognise difficult to get agreement around this table.

Kohl: No doubt must take a CFP. Overproduce not just in Europe. Pretty or brakes. Far harder decisions in Brussels.

16 h. FRG 750 standard
65 UK
170 US

If we cut back, 1000s of farmers affected. For FRG this cut, same 40% farms abandoned.
Reality figures 6/8 for Europe cuts. Objectives delivered in 4-5 yrs.
Can’t do it overnight. Takes time. Last 2 Elections.
Rent work together.
As Margaret said, must be in mind 3rd world. Can’t write off debts & then allow them to build up other debts.

 begn: Protection not defeated in U.S.
Best weapon is complete securing homestead by yrs.
Past place muscle behind P.T.O.
Agree reasons to James. But believe can do this without large subsidies.

In US problem can be solved by small farms get 2nd job!
Problem is subsidies to keep families. We don’t produce more than mill can bear, except in agriculture.

Recalls diversified farms in Illinois at his boyhood. Self-sustaining farm well can stop for sustenance. Should get back to this system.

I can vote – Protectionism, but if I go too far, they override me.

Punby: We all sinners. What sins do?
Task 4: Top agenda. Different from others.

- History of maintaining self-sufficiency
  - Rice: 34%
  - Wheat: 14%
  - Vegs: 8%

- Need to assess & complete liberalisation
  - Top largest importer of agri products.

- Since '85 have been reducing support prices.

- Fossil fuel 1.2h.
  - Top energy as farm size increases competit.
  - Agri feed & organic + social ops.

- Unreliable and for me the apricot.
  - Need to provide imp. repetivities & INP.

- Introduced PSE as common indicator. But opposed to it as indicative measurement for apricot.
  - Discern in Japan possible of not opposing PSE as measurement.

- Baked: Sumit not negotiator.
  - PT. Negotiations must direct.
  - Appointments at Batta del Este.

- Ununderstandable decree for ST. Steps. But
we want to consult well. IT agreement.
So agreement on broad range of issues.
Bourguin: such a formula could help us.
Start well, all measures determined to tackle the 'go' on social measures kept.

Native progress in property services etc.

De Clery: Agree J. B.
Summit provides good political signals. Need accord.
-deep divergence of opinion
E.U. v. E.C.
-substance discussion. Not fast.
We need give good signals.
Not pretend EC actions are decisive.
But they have been done.
Policies today go in different
directs. Complicates matters.

Diff. of opinion EC/US or emphasise M.S.E. + L.T. measures must deal well immediate problems willt pretending paradise in 10 yrs.

We knew there are hot spots which need to be dealt with but us start by freezing having to stand still then look progressively to roll back.

Look at problem day by day put out fire before buildel House. Recalled Statutes in Ven, Rubio del Este, etc.

Need signal as close as poss it what already has been said.

Batter. Willy may have misunderstood told us we can’t agree on S.T. 8 steps until we have agreed commitment for L.T.
De Clay: Refer to Punta del Este. Never referred to cancellation of all subsidies.

Baker: P. d. E. called for abolition of agric distortions period. We are talking about total elimination. P. d. E. did not spit about gradual.

Concludes proceedings.

Hulswy: Thought D. T. statement made and sense. In all entries we subsidize only agree for permanent. Don’t casually subsidize in effering. Hulswy said don’t commit political suicide. I am not offended by notion of getting reelected.

Emplume on S. T. steps consistent with L. T. agreement.

Control must not be platitudes. Needs specific push from the leaders.
Nulayn: How you see future.


Was a bright and escaped revenge of depression mt. because no protection. Industry challenged by TV - Emp. 1/3d Court end do nightly. New Emp. at all levels in film ind. FR 100x prod. Area new increased prod by 1m in new technind.

Globalization of mt. place. Label can't prevent it. Being TS? If erect barriers, mt. find way around. Two words: Coop + Flex.
Need put special effort into intel coop and security relationships. Story would seem essential for security. Two centuries require immediate action.

Philipines
Afghanistan

Future belongs to flexible. Travel light. Sea us if can ETA. Start towards this. Proof of power of plan is what happening in current affairs. Keep in mind face of person. Not in history books.

Person who develops dream into business. Worry processed at one restaurant or Apple computer corner.

E.P. Doing free. Court can't help them. Can only keep out of way. Keep this dream in mind. Not buy guy.

Recalled news where said to telephone "Who ever buy one?"

Notational: Quoting Condorcet 1792
To off all humans To assume all are perfect things To develop talent To estate a de facto equality of citizens
That is first task of instruction.

Quote 2: Elie Wiesel
Racial problems cannot be human universal + interdependent.
Educate.

Quote 3: Alain (?): The Pharaoh is not a God, but a man, with a head of his hair and back up his 'victory' because that is what you are.
But how.

To acquire knowledge is at center. All knowledge is a fact of human progress. Knowledge not enough by itself. Facts of liberation.

Knowledge is a fact of forced progress. "Visual tools" we use change in less than 50 yrs. (?)
Teach change change real. Of newspaper today, yesterday. Must modernize - otherwise others will be ready with their products.

Knowledge is a facts in economic progress. Rare people will knowledge rare progressors will be. Cannot support competitive without knowledge.

1. Oni, it starts at school. True children start to acquire = op. hires time at school in education. Need education 3 to 18.
2. Society what is best equipped in all disciplines "Perpetual Education." - Adult education.
Expect Union of Serv. Citizens 65-70 to leave China.
So if we train our disciples, give children training, allows them go into industry. Best way avoid Unions. Will cost lot of money. Civilization centuries will spread. Ed budget competes with Def. Budget. Ed needs top priority. This competitive. Must have army of researchers to produce engineers.
Don't know what can't decide to give top priority to ed. Fr. has. Has lagged.

Next Situation we face is:
Open to the World. UNESCO declares fight illiteracy. They functionally illiterate in France. People have forgotten what learnt.
In Fr. 10 out of 100 adults cannot read daily newspaper or novels. Read no books. 1/2 Fr. citizens don't read 1 book a year.

3 Rs: Hope everyone are fully literate.
Educate + train assisted Solidarity.
Need analogies - pictures, people, to hit us.

Capacity to innovate result of education.
Hope E.C can initiate EX program. ERASMUS - ambitious to allow student to enter educate in any country. Need create bridges of knowledge.


Policy: Only 71. percent earn in Canada for those with 12 yrs of school, 75 percent for median & lower levels. Great problems for budget, need for long or natural resources neglected human.

Note: trend to split country, but split always to get debate going. Agree with you say about knowledge. J. H. St. John - split aton - art issues see Faraday - tessel it. Thinks can cope well advancing tech, educating people (read what freytag did). Some for agree hope it radiation, cars, aircraft, else etc. harmed all these things. They coped. Not worried by these steps.

Nellie visits to Poyntworth

What really worried about — not just driers, won’t get driers it unless people at J. B. P. First of us is youth constrained by force of circumstances. Not yet learned to go from that constant to self-discipline. Pity a society problem. Pity human nature.

Don’t want open up borders to communism.


Used to think if good health, prosperity, then problems of world solved.

Europe did it all — developed religion, philosophy, and technology. All chain broken so we can cope with these steps. But can we cope will come.

Agree with what does Pitt said. Can’t help anger him.

Rt. Hon. Tan and Pearson was. I say liberty not control of national state. Only...
Agree well MR - reduce is not enough. 

Key for internal wisdom and self mastery.

Knowledge was supposed to empower. Abused it lead to revs. Knowledge must be in hands of masses. Not a passport. But sees a conspiracy

Knowledge is not sufficient for liberty potential to fail

In cells 7, felons, 20, 3 in characters. 1m 10 long if stretched.

Japan understands imp of this. Devotes enormous sums to research - will conquer pharmaceuticals.

Reason.

People all differ. Free same adrenalin but diff results. cited that people. 10 yrs after a boost - went from language - scholarship to Harvard, Dartmouth, Univ. Need School Study for Dr. offer education at all. But recognizes difference of reduced it under classes it do what will advenct.

Ruling: Unique decision for 30s.
Do you read me OK?
Photographs have been
About to start.

Para 1: OK
Para 2: OK
Para 3: OK
Para 4: OK
Para 5: OK

Amato - Sentence 2 continued to expand
too optimistic for Italy
add "to a different degree"
in the various cultures

Nursery: Generally OK.

Para 5: OK
Para 6: OK
Para 7: OK

II: Concerns implicit.
add "We need more vigilance against an increase of implicit".
Agreed

Para 7: OK
Mitterand: seems to object to formal text of 12 OK.

Pam 9 OT

Pam 10 "

Pam 11 "

Pam 12 # OT

Pam 13 OT

Pam 14 OK

Pam 15

PN says warmly FT... and the steady progress... so warmly welcome to both sides of Atlantic... strongly

Pamory: Prefer strongly F

In formal area sound satisfactory

Agreed.

Pamory add catalyze after and in penultimate line of 15

Agreed 16

Agreed 17
Page 18.

Muloney draws attention to [ ] Is. Rest of I agree.

Wilson: 1st bracket from E.C.
2nd " from agreed in Fin. Notice to give clear signal to negotiators.
J. Balfour preferred "commission" but adjusted in language below.
Fin. 11th paragraph on abolition of trade restrictions." had night language softened.
Willy de C. objected to me that it simplified out Africa.
Parley redraft put in §19.

de Clary: Paper first [ ]
Start clear concise sentence + well balanced.
2nd set of [ ] is unbalanced.
Not affect Punta.
Not agree well Punta.
Why single out agricultural. Punta was global.
So used more balanced text.
Rulon: Not intention to isolate apric.

Wilson: Thil can move rep t decrns to £19 & cheol well pt abt
singly out apric.

Agreed must have S.T. measures
+ take item in content of L.T.
Thil it is consistent well Pune.
We need to give sense of direction.

Bresnau: We can agree to avoody distorting
measures. Dealt well in 19
Nettco £7 in 18 acceptable.
All is formal already in 19.

Ntland: Written in language I don't know.
Double dalal. Don't us what
is here. So vote against should.

Tuhl: U/S Frances's objection.
But agree past senetce of E.
Accept first set of £7
Sacrifices my Brussels. Camel + us
should realize this
Not accept that £7.

M: Apart from debt sentences, it is
heard of enmyauk.
Qu is simple: Are we prepared to take more action unless steps to reform agree?

And yes, agree is different, but only because we have made it so.

Agree with first sentence clear:

Passive sentence:

Don't internal claustrophilia.

Next sentence:

US have dropped reference to L.T. goal of abdul - dropped its specific commitment.

We must actively work towards our goal.

Actually, commit, work towards - They are words.

Insert "into alien" before reductio.

Feed press react -- Bad press for Europe.

Though Helmut yesterday said further action.

Europe still above US in PSC.
Reagan: Associate with P.M.
Can see press summit - We failed on the real thing.
We are paying people worldwide to produce something for which there is no market.

Hoff:
Don't V/F's discussion.
Agree should have been done 10 yrs ago.
We have taken striking steps.
Got to think of people.
Fantastic test for us. If we got too fast, S/W by '92 may be jeopardized.
There is a story to tell press.
Next part is driven by press.
Absolutely decided to look clear aglie poeul.
Has had effect on his states in election.

Please please reflect. Not do it overnight.

Polio replace 1st 1 1/2 & $tighten up.
But supposed to 2 1/2 1 1/2.

Hoff: helt right find it easier if sentence recognizes Europe's steps & then give commitment to move issue forward.
What Europe has done is considerable.
Say prepared to negotiate C. T. framework

Bullying: Reminding Heads of what is said in 12 which recognizes what Europe has done.

Andersson: supports Kohl Agree 1st 117
Reference to steps forward is in there already.
And who is saying there are distortive measures? This will create contingency problems.
Some 117 vague in that it does not establish what distortions are.

Willky
First 117 not drafted in LLP spirit.
Put in deal Este is and Berlin.
Venice has referred to it.

What?
Willky is drafting a French + English.
All is confusion!
Willky is preparing his own text.

Stoltenberg: (Code) we express in more concrete terms what be mean by C T adjective - reduce + abolish.
Willy:  Our L.T. objective is phased reduction of all negative effects or agree alike. In Punta, Punta does not refer to abolition—but phased reduction.

Mr.: But what does it mean. Phased reduction of all support & protection?

Willy: In Punta try to avoid everyone looking to CTY & its subsidiaries. I'm agreed to consider all subsidiaries. CTY not want to be scapegoat.

Mulroy: No we want to single out agric or make Europe a scapegoat.

Baker: Our L+ was total elimination of trade distort practices. Refer to proposed that we are saying forget about 2000. We can't equate L.T. adjective with S.T. steps. So we have come back to date 1975 only to trade distort.
Begin: Proposing a redraft

ST measures should be consistent with LIT adjectives as a step forward so measures can at NTR take

decisions on reductions...

Will now be typed up. There is some uncertainty what it says.

Debars: City agrees to fight US over products. Begin in 1984. Well, multi quotes. But we cannot go faster. Need talent and diversification of energy agree. Describe size of city agree. If you cannot understand this we should put in disagree to not. We have words to produce to make 1st CIT cleaner and meet NTR. And at NTR we must proceed with all subjects. Will have words typed.

Next to the step forward

Wilson: Can we not thought about trade distinctive policies at NTR.

Willy: Yes, if stick to Ponti's words.
Habib: I want to see the text.
Can Willy & Wilson put together a text.
97 sentences & we look at alt. points.

Rufong: Agreed.

Raygen: We are reducing our subs.
By $46 in our budgets.
Suggest use subsidy to help farmers
relocate, train.


So $18 + 19 in abeyances.

P.A.: Are we hey included

Kole: Exhale

P.T. OK.

§ 20 agreed

Rufong: Pan 22: has [7]
We need to see Philippines gets help.
Secret points. Comment redundant
in title only. Security for all guys
that P becomes a democracy
So pl remove [7].
No H.

But so many centres in this position. Why not mention them?
Brazil, Haiti — where we're on a good will tour.

Why mention P, when so many other countries are here. I think a special emphasis should be given to some of these centres, and more names.

Andersson: seen mention of special plan for P. No discussion of its name when she visited us.

But all exercises this month.

Andersson: have special plan for P. In difficult situation — something has to be done.

We're willing to add it our plans for P. Great political mistake if not mention P.

Reagan: P in strategic position.

Sea bases
Soviet base — we built — in Vietnam near Japan.

Fumagalli, strong, strong. Could menace bases.
Nrd: show P. we are concerned

2nt:
In prep. of Summit, no want of P. Ft. has no commitment or involvement with P.
Ft. is not involved.
Ft. is still an independent country.
Not willing to discuss without warning.
No int. NATO area.
Ft. cannot accept text.

Unq:
At Ft. Min Realy in response to Genich.
I spoke of P. All Asian ministers split in voice - change so great need provide assistance.
We also spoke of Iran border.
Ft. Min. agreed P. to be mentioned in Econ Decl. ft. for Ft. Apr.

Andreotti: Believe Plan has been supported by U.S. Is it poss. to have a special
& a bus

"It's a job of co. which needs strong government solidarity from int. Ctg, we point out P."

Stoltenberg: Have listened to discussion, reset
does not merit much controversy. Text says nothing or special aid.

If we are talking about aid, we need Text-j and then need mention of the

centres. Would get approached by other friendly centres, if they are not

mentioned.

Reagen: Agree making two words of this. Reage P goes over to Soviet.

Nelson: Could we add

away after P.

Nott: Not accept.

Chert: There is no plan; it

intended to attend your signatures.

Suggest say S: No sentence

"In practice there is a need to

encourage centres. Passing alerts, which

is really very transitive to democracy."

Kohl: Accept, but mention alter centres.
P1: Say she agrees

Jagun: Agree.

De Nita: Does Nettendorp’s objection
Shall have been named.
But it’s to what we attribute
great sign.
This only is not unique, but it is
an exception. A + sign of encourage
would be consistent with all what
said.

Adopt & transpose C7 + justicant for
it in the entire reasoning &
discussion.

Nitt: But I cannot YS why P. is special
some reason apply to Argentina
but we see sentence

Jagun: Sentence

As an example, this is a need
to encourage countries such as P.
among others which are faced
with a difficult transition to democracy

Jagun: Seems to agree.
Clark: Sentence again.

As an example, there is need to encourage entries like I, any alters which are making the difficult transition to democracy. I think we need special attention.

Fr.: Can't accept. Let's discuss.

Clark: Can't we say, "Some of us..."

Nitti: No, I am involved, Clark will draft.

Pan 23. Agreed

24

25

26

27

28
Pam 29

N.L.: That reflects our discussion of Fig. 34. One of our concrete decisions.

Baker: Objected to removal of or budgeting.

N.L.: Explains inaccuracy in last sentence. Some countries done worse than 1.

Baker: Also add: "Encourage entries with.

Can't accept that we're in default.

N.L. [Inaudible comment]

N.L.: We also urge entries to maintain a high grant absurd in their future assistance to the poorest.

Baker: True.

All agreed.

Ch.: Does first amendment - Baker laughs.
Arrangement objects to lines 6 and 7.

Don't allow us to combine.

Don't keep in the labyrinth of Italian finance.

N.C.: Thought had met It. Pts.

We need clear steer to Paris C.L.

Put in "unusually" before short distances.

OK.

31 OK

32 OK

33

Germans: Want mining N. Sea.

PN: But we have not maintained N. Sea.

Rhine comes in clean up Rhine.

N.H.: But it is included - water is N.S.

Refer to sea
civ. sea town pollution.

33 OK

34 OK
Agriculture

Wilson: Try to blend 2 routes.

P. Bates has 1 concern.

Bales: That’s “taking into consideration…“ excuse for need.
        On whole, think step back.
        But accept it if taking into consideration is removed.

Kohl: It is a compromise.

Barger: Poss basis for support.
        It is a compromise.

Bales: We were not party to compromise.
        It goes in wrong direction.
        Prefer 1st C.

Mulroy: To move forward, our negotiators…
        After all it is given our situations are different.

Kohl: No.

MN: We could accept… could we say? noting the concerns…
    diversity is fact.
Rabers: say “I’ve given…”

“Given” seems acceptable, but well US buy it? (supposed things)

Baker: Can accept “noting hi”

Agreed

Jap: Reopen 30.

delete unlimited

“otherwise remove the burden”

OK. Agreed.

Only Philippines is outstanding.

Talbot: As it is, not part of planning. It appears it made Seoul Olympics a success.